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I don't envy, and neither should you

Envy is the most stupid of vices, for there is no single advantage to be gained from it. Balzac
I have many personal defects but there’s one vice I don’t struggle with: I don’t envy anyone.
As a young professional I struggled with envy, but perhaps age and maturity have dimmed that vice. Now,
I can honestly say I am free from the debilitating and distracting feelings of envy. When someone wins,
profits, or is acknowledged, I am happy for him or her.
Envy is a feeling of discontented or resentful longing aroused by someone else’s possessions, qualities,
or luck. We resent the advantage enjoyed by another person and we often desire to possess the same
advantage, coveting what someone else has.
Aristotle defined envy as pain at the sight of another’s good fortune, stirred by “those who have what we
ought to have.” Bertrand Russell said that envy was one of the most potent causes of unhappiness. Not
only is the envious person rendered unhappy by his or her envy, Russell explained, but that person may
also wish to inflict misfortune on others, because of their advantage.
Most situations in life are not zero-sum scenarios (in order for someone to win, someone else must lose).
To the contrary, there’s usually ample room for everyone to do well. So why be envious of others? And
even in zero-sum situations (for instance, only one team can win the Super Bowl each year), why not
graciously rejoice with those who come out on top? Is there any redemptive value in envy? I don’t think
so. Someone else's victory is not your defeat.
Envy is spawned when we have a limited and myopic view of ourselves and the world: embrace
the vastness of time and space and envy will dissipate.
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cultivated by a self-centered, self-reverential worldview: prefer others and envy will

lose its grip.
A perpetual attitude of gratitude will help guard against envy: be grateful for what you have, not
what you don’t have.
Envy is the art of counting another's blessings instead of your own and it has no benefit.
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